ABSTRACT Scientific collaboration networks are frequently subjected to various unexpected pressures and shocks, which would lead to system performance dropping substantially and even becoming invalid. Resilience is the capability of a scientific collaboration network to maintain its effectiveness in the event of any attack or perturbation against the network. Here, we investigate an effective measurement index for network resilience and try to accurately predict resilience thresholds in advance. Once resilience is close to or lower than the threshold value, risk evaluation, and resilience-based strategies should be immediately adopted to adjust to a range of actions, thereby ensuring that the network endures large perturbations before reaching the bifurcations and risking a transition to undesired states. Quantitative analysis framework for resilience begins with designing a knowledge dissemination model with interactive collaboration item and different types of experimentally mapped networks. Then, a variety of perturbations are imposed on these simulated networks controlled by the constructed model to test network resilience and its thresholds. Limited by the multidimensional parameter space of the system, critical transitions marking the loss of resilience are unpredictable. Inspired by Gao's work, mapping the multi-dimensional equations into a 1-D resilience function, network resilience can be measured by the effective mapping parameter and bifurcation points of resilience can be solved theoretically. We also validate the calculated critical values with numerical simulations. Our findings can help to design optimal principles for dealing with perturbations or intervention strategies for preventing the loss of resilience happening in scientific collaboration networks.
I. INTRODUCTION A. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Scientific collaboration is widely considered a prerequisite for enhancing efficiency and productivity in scientific research. This is largely due to benefits and merits of collaboration research including: sharing and transferring knowledge and resources, connecting scholars to a large scientific network, expediting the research process, and increasing the visibility of articles [1] .
Scientific collaboration can take various cooperation patterns across all scientific domains at the individual, organization, and country level [2] , thereby forming in a variety
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A well-connected collaboration network is vital for the functions of scientific research. As a typical social network, scientific collaboration network also has the characteristic of small world and scale-free of complex network. The topological structure of scientific collaboration network determines that the performance of network would undermine or recovery with time lag confronting uncertain stresses and shocks. As a result, it directly affects the flow effect of knowledge in network and the accomplishment of scientific research achievement.
In order to ensure the progress, efficiency and sustainability of scientific research, it is necessary to identify the network status and assess the risks in time, and then take the corresponding measures (self-organization adjustment + government guidance, intervention and regulation) to shorten the recovery period and reduce the impact of changes in network structure on network performance [4] .
How can we measure the capacity of a scientific collaboration network to maintain its functions within an acceptable range when it is subjected to internal and external interferences? And how can we assist in constructing a scientific collaboration network that can retain high performance in the face of negative feedbacks or hazardous events? Therefore, resilience and its thresholds of scientific collaboration network should be explored to monitor all the impacts that may be exerted on the network and capture the risks where the network traps in an undesired state.
B. BASIC CONCEPT
Definitions and measures of resilience have seen a recent increase in the study. In theory, resilience is the capability of a scientific collaboration network to maintain its effectiveness in the event of any attack or perturbation against the network [5] . Here, the attacks or perturbations on the network in our research mainly refers any random failure against any of nodes, links or weights in the case of a range of changes, particularly those potential undesirable changes, such as some unknown stresses, sudden shocks, intentional interferences, or adverse events, which could yield negative outcomes. The type of random failures and the corresponding influence factors are shown in Table 1 [4] .
A resilient network, with efficient collaboration strategies and robust system functions, shows that the average value of stable knowledge stock of research entities is higher. On the contrary, the lower average value illustrates that collaboration strategies become invalid and system functions are exhausted, then the network loses its resilience. Therefore, in practice, it can obtain this average value in time by effective measurement means to reflect and analyze the current performance of collaboration strategies, system functions, and network resilience.
When scientific collaboration network is continuously subjected to some disturbances or fluctuations that exceed intrinsic thresholds, it transforms regimes so that the structure or function of the network is radically different and the mean of stable knowledge stock of all nodes decreases sharply from the peak [6] . These critical transitions marking the sudden changes of equilibrium states of the network are resilience thresholds (aka bifurcation points etc.) [7] , [8] , that are important indicators in whether the network is able to totally absorb a shock and to effectively defend against risks.
C. RELATED WORK
In recent years, several researchers focused on the idea of measuring resilience in scientific collaboration network.
Huang et al. [9] investigated organizational resilience through progressively deleting nodes on the two collaboration patterns in the BA scale-free network (generates a scale free adjacency matrix using the Barabási-Albert algorithm). They found that the preferential organization has relatively higher absorbability and adaptability, but lower recovery ability and resilience than the un-preferential organization. Yue et al. [4] adopted the size of giant component and network efficiency as the metrics to explore resilience of scientific collaboration network in the field of LIS (Library and Information Science). Likewise, results from the case study suggested that the static network is robust to random node failure but vulnerable to targeted attacks about degree centrality or betweenness centrality.
In contrast, Liu et al. [10] studied attack resilience empirically and showed that the targeted attacks, such as the sudden death of an eminent scientist, may not have a major influence on the evolution of collaboration networks. Also, as with node removal strategies, Franceschet [11] studied network resilience in journal citation networks from many journals. He argued that there exists no restricted circle of influential journals that control the whole academic community, although there are journals that are very influential within their local fields.
D. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
Most of the existing research only focuses on the specific form of perturbations against the specific type of scientific collaboration networks to explore the corresponding changes of network resilience. However scientific collaboration network is frequently subjected to various complicated failures, as shown in Table 1 , which are characterized not only by node removal, but by link interruption, weight reduction or any combination thereof as well.
Thus in order to seek a unified solution and to achieve the above research purpose confronting any forms of perturbations on different types of scientific collaboration networks, we provide an effective measurement index for network resilience and accurately predict resilience thresholds in advance. Once resilience is close to or lower than the threshold value, risk assessment and appropriate measures should be immediately adopted to adjust to goals, approaches, relationships, and other factors, thereby ensuring that the network recovers from adverse events and reverts back to basic functionality [6] . The research framework of the paper is shown in Fig. 1 .
E. RESEARCH OUTLINE
Specific research is divided into the following links:
1) CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL AND NETWORK
In scientific collaboration network, entities carry out research mutually forming a collaborative learning system. Accordingly, it firstly emphasizes the need to design a knowledge dissemination model, which represents the mutually beneficial and collaborative system's dynamics and is used to measure the change of knowledge stock of each entity in the process of collaboration. Different size and topology of experimentally mapped networks are then constructed to exhibit rich and varied patterns of collaboration.
2) NETWORK PERTURBATION Next, our main task is to perturb simulated networks controlled by the constructed model with node removal, link deletion and weight reduction, respectively. We derive a natural (x, A ij ) state parameter space (called f -space) after a series of asymptotical disturbances, and incidentally plot the average activity x of all nodes following a perturbation with the perturbation size in a network. From these figures, as expected, we see that it is difficult to foresee the system's response to varied disturbances and identify the system's critical transitions prior to exceeding them in f -space.
3) NETWORK RESILIENCE AND ITS THRESHOLDS
Recently, Gao et al. [12] thought over intrinsic nodal dynamics in developing a theoretical mechanism of a universal resilience function to exactly reveal resilience of networked dynamical systems [13] . It regards effective states of the system as a function of adjustable parameters, which show the change of system's states and then uncover its bifurcation points.
Inspired by his work, we map the multi-dimensional equations into a 1D resilience function, which is forming a natural (x eff , β eff ) control parameter space (called β-space). This makes it possible to use the parameter β eff as measurement index to reflect network resilience and then solve resilience thresholds through resilience function in theory. Finally, we validate the calculated critical values by numerical simulations.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL AND NETWORK

A. DYNAMIC MODEL
To analyze the dynamics of cooperative learning system, it is necessary to construct a mutually beneficial and collaborative knowledge dissemination model by taking into account both the individual and the mutualistic interactions. This model can be described by the nonlinear dynamic equation [14] , [15] where x i (t) represents the activity of knowledge stored into a entity i's brain over time, and C denotes the maximum storage capacity of a project needed to be researched. So x i (t)/C is the time dependent activity that ranges from 0 to 1. The first term on the right hand side of (1) indicates dynamical laws of knowledge growth with the capability of absorbing knowledge C 1 and the brain fatigue index m. The second term features knowledge forgetting mechanisms with the capability of retaining memory C 2 and the stress endurance index n. From common experiences of people, the rate of knowledge storage can be calculated simply by subtracting the rate of knowledge loss from the rate of knowledge entry [14] , [16] . These two terms provide the entity's self-dynamics in isolation.
Inspired by the Reverse-engineering human dynamics [15] , [17] , [18] , the third term is used to capture interaction dynamics, which accounts for collaborative contributions of the neighbors' activity x j on x i [19] . Due to the saturating nature, an active neighbor j's positive contribution to x i is bounded, reaching a maximum of 1. Like indices m and n in selfdynamics, the parameters p and q may be called the collaboration tendency index and the knowledge diffusion index respectively, to show fundamental dynamical characteristics of communications and interactions between entities. Most importantly, the weighted connectivity matrix A ij signifies the degree of collaboration between all pairs i and j [20] .
This system is characterized by the above-mentioned seven parameters exhibiting the diversity of collaborative learning, which we only consider to be node independent in the followup research.
B. COLLABORATION NETWORK
We attempt to explore resilience of scientific collaboration on several simulated networks [12] , [21] , [22] . They are with diverse topological features, varying in the network size (N ), the average degree ( s ), the link weight (w), the degree distribution (P(s)), the link weight distribution (P(w)), the directional property (Dir/Undir) and the symmetry parameter (S). Accordingly, we construct six different types of model networks I-VI (Table 2) including fourteen experimentally mapped networks Net1-Net14 (Table 3) , as follows.
1) N, S AND W
Based on the background of problem, each network should consist of N nodes that are linked to one or several partners, forming the extensive cooperation and connectivity. For diversity, we construct a set of networks, of which the network size varies from N = 50 to N = 200, the average degree varies from s = 20 to s = 50, and the link weight varies from w = 0.1 to w = 0.4 in accordance with the characteristics of scientific collaboration networks.
2) P(S) AND P(W )
The degree distribution P(s) is set to Poisson distribution (ER network with homogeneous degree) or to a power law distribution of the form P(s) ∼ s −γ (Scale-free net-69342 VOLUME 7, 2019 work with heterogeneous degree). The exponent is set to be γ = 2.1 or γ = 3.0 to examine different levels of heterogeneity in degrees. Smaller γ indicates a higher level of degree heterogeneity.
The link weight distribution P(w) is extracted from a uniform probability density function with mean w (homogeneous weight) or a power law probability density function P(w) ∼ w −ν (heterogeneous weight), where the exponent is also chose to be ν = 2.1 (extreme heterogeneity) or ν = 3.0 (mild heterogeneity).
3) DIR/UNDIR
Scientific collaboration networks may be undirected (A ij = A ji ), in which case there is a mutual-aid and co-operative environment for researchers to connect with, to learn from and to engage with. It is possible, of course, that the network may also be directed (A ij = A ji ) owing to the increased activity of node i directly deriving from its active neighbor node j.
4) S
The symmetry parameter S between s in and s out (the in-out weighted-degree correlation coefficient) is captured by
where 2 and (σ out ) 2 are the variance of the marginal probability density functions P(s in ) and P(s out ) respectively.
For Type I-IV (undirected networks), they are perfectly symmetric network, as s in i = s out i with positive correlations (namely when nodes with large s in i tend also to have a large s out i ), hence for which, by definition S = 1; For Type V (directed network), the in/out-degree of each node is randomly selected from the scale-free distribution, hence there are no correlations between them, in which case S = 0;
Using a similar set of scale-free networks to Type V, Type VI (directed network) is generated a negative correlations between the in/out-degree of the nodes, where nodes with a large in-degree tend to have a small outdegree, in which case S < 0 (calculated by (2)), tending towards −1.
5) β eff
The resilience parameter β eff for each network is calculated to reflect the corresponding network resilience (see Sec. IV-A Mapping mechanism of network resilience for method of calculation). Apparently, resilience increases with β eff according to the structure of resilience function, as the larger is, the deeper is the system into the active state.
III. NETWORK PERTURBATION
In this section, we focus on imposing a variety of perturbations on scientific collaboration networks governed by (1) to test network resilience.
Actually, we can transform all alterations in a real collaborative system into various forms of effective perturbations on the abstract network, further allowing us to turn those network perturbations into changes of the corresponding adjacency matrix A ij . For example, the departure/import of researchers may seem as nodes removal/addition. Similarly, the interruption/establishment of partnerships may be equivalent of links deletion/connection. Coincidentally, the reduction/enhancement of the degree of collaboration may correspond to global shift in the weights of A ij . The implementation process of perturbations into networks is summarized in Fig. 2 . Accordingly: 1) We firstly set out from the two quite different initial values for each node, permitting us to test which of the two fixed points, x L or x H are stable. A low initial value (setting all x i (t = 0) = 0) manifests that the system is in the stage of low knowledge level (x L ). Whereas a high initial value (where all x i (t = 0) = C), in contrast, shows that the system is at a relatively high knowledge level (x H ). 2) Next, we randomly remove a fraction f n of nodes, delete a fraction f l of links or reduce all weights by an average of a fraction f w , to simulate three forms of perturbations respectively. We map the perturbations above into the network weighted connectivity matrix A ij . 3) Then we numerically solve (1) in Matlab [23] to obtain the steady state activity x i of each node under the predefined network structure, initial value and form of perturbation, setting
Here, we consider that all nodes in the network are homogeneous, that is, the corresponding characteristic parameter of each node takes the same value, as long as the value is within its range. Moreover, the average value of stable knowledge stock of all nodes in each network should be high based on the parameters chosen, namely all networks are resilient in the initial stage. Then it is convenient to observe the change of network resilience and where the network loses its resilience when we impose a series of asymptotical perturbations on the network. 4) Further, we reconstruct A ij after the perturbation and redo the step 2) and 3). Following the steps above, we conduct 30 realizations for each form of perturbation in all networks. Then we plot the average activity x of all nodes in a network following a perturbation vs. the perturbation size, and highlight one of these realizations in black in each figure. As an example, Fig. 3 illustrates two different types of resilience patterns for Net1-Net4. Here, Net1-Net2 exhibit the first type of resilience patterns. For node loss of Net1, the system has a desired high-activity state (x H ) paralleling an undesired low-activity state (x L ) between the removal of 0 to 20% of its nodes. Net2 exhibits two stable states even after 60% of its nodes are deleted. By removing a critical fraction, Net1-Net2 experience a bifurcation, remaining at a low-activity state (x L ). Net3-Net4 display another type of resilience pattern. For node loss of Net3-Net4, it is evident that for small perturbations the system maintains its resilience: its only stable fixed point is x H . But when f n exceeds a critical value f c 1 n , a bifurcation occurs, leading to two stable points: a desired x H and an undesired x L . That means the system is possible to lose resilience in response to some internal or external conditions. At another critical fraction f c 2 n , the system experiences a bifurcation again, where the system loses its resilience thoroughly and its functionality has no longer any effect. Similar perturbation results can be seen in link loss and weight loss. Additional similar results of other networks are illustrated in Figs. 6-10 (see in Appendix).
By analyzing fourteen experimentally mapped networks, we find that each realization is microscopically distinct owing to the multi-dimensionality of A ij . Different forms of perturbations lead to different outcomes within the same system. Such diversity is also observed for similar perturbations across different systems. That is to say, resilience transition depends on the network topology, the form of the perturbation applied and the specific realization, which highly exhibits the difficulty in foreknowing resilience thresholds in f -space.
IV. NETWORK RESILIENCE AND ITS THRESHOLDS A. MAPPING MECHANISM OF NETWORK RESILIENCE
Recently, a theoretical framework was proposed to collapse the multi-dimensional dynamical behaviors onto a one-dimensional resilience function by Gao and his collaborators [12] , so that network resilience can be measured from a new perspective and resilience thresholds can be solved analytically [24] .
They discussed resilience of a complex system controlled by a class of the coupled nonlinear dynamic equations
in which the nonlinear functions F(x i ) and G(x i , x j ) represent the self-dynamics of each node and the interaction dynamics of connecting partners respectively. Meanwhile, the N × N weighted matrix A ij shows specific interactions between all pairs of nodes. Since the state of each node is influenced by the states of its immediate neighbors, they characterized an effective state x eff of complex system using the average nearest neighbor activity as (5), and calculated a single resilience parameter β eff of network topology using the average nearest neighbor weighted degree like (6)
Then they mapped the multi-dimensional equation (4) into an effective one-dimensional equation (7), written in terms of x eff
where
69344 VOLUME 7, 2019 Equating f (β eff , x eff ) to zero provides resilience function x(β eff ), which describes all the states of the multi-dimensional complex system as a function of β eff . Since the loss of resilience can be captured by a sudden transition from a desirable state to a different undesirable state, such mapping framework can well approximate the function of a system and exactly predict the system's resilience thresholds in β−space.
B. THEORETICAL SOLUTION OF RESILIENCE THRESHOLDS
Inspired by this mechanism, we investigate the cooperative dynamics and resilience thresholds of scientific collaboration networks combined with theory in Fig. 4 as follows. Fig. 4-a Reducing (1) to the form (7), we get
1)
∂f (β eff , x eff ) where equating (9) to zero provides the system's steady states and setting (10) less than zero guarantees its linear stability. When equating (9) to zero, we can write
which provides β eff in function of x eff , namely the inverse of the desired resilience function (Fig. 4-a) .
2) Fig. 4-b Swapping the axes, one obtains resilience function x eff (β eff ). It is apparent from Fig. 4 -b that three regimes are observed, separated by the two critical transitions at β 3) Fig. 4-c To obtain the stability of critical points A and B in panels a and b, we further plot f (β eff , x eff ) vs. x eff according to (9) (Fig. 4-c) . Clearly, there is only one root x L for β eff < β eff (blue), the system has three roots, the stable x L , x H and the unstable x M . This is result of the derivative ∂f /∂x eff < 0 at x L and x H , representing that they are stable; however, the derivative ∂f /∂x eff > 0 at x M indicating that it is unstable. In case β eff = β 
the first condition providing extreme points, and the second ensuring its coincidence with x−axis. Taking (10) in (12), and using (11) to express β c eff in terms of x c eff , we arrive at
a direct equation for x c eff .
69346 VOLUME 7, 2019 Meanwhile, setting the parameters as (3), we plot S(x eff ) vs. x eff (Fig. 4-d) and find the two roots of S(x eff ) = 0 in Maple [25] , namely x (11), which are the system's resilience thresholds we have been looking for.
C. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION OF RESILIENCE THRESHOLDS
Next we confirm this formalism in β-space. We map the steady activity x i of all nodes into an effective activity x eff according to (5) , and condense the microscopic network description A ij into a macroscopic resilience parameter β eff through (6) . It would form a point representing the momentary state of the system in β-space. Through a series of disturbances and collapses, we draw these data points in β-space as shown in Fig. 5 .
Obviously, all mapping data points under all forms of perturbations in Fig. 3 and Figs. 6-10, comprising 14 different model networks, collapse onto the same analytically derived curve (black sigmoid curve) predicted in Fig. 4-b , with characteristic bifurcations at β c 1 eff = 3.2962 and β c 2 eff = 9.8240 just like the theoretical analysis above. It indicates that the experimental result highly coincides with the theoretical analysis. Thus collapsing f -space onto β-space can settle the question that resilience thresholds are hardly unpredictable in f -space effectively.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
This study proposes a newly scientific, reasonable and effective measurement index-resilience parameter β eff for scientific collaboration network. Its obvious advantage is, on the one hand, the parameter β eff which is calculated by the weighted network topology A ij fully decides the momentary state of the cooperative system along resilience function. On the other hand, resilience thresholds β c eff are uniquely determined by the system's dynamics, regardless of the network structure, the form of perturbation applied or the specific realization, with the result that they can be solved theoretically in advance. This makes it possible to carry out some necessary risk assessment and resilience actions in accordance with how near or far β eff is from β c eff to prevent the loss of resilience happening or promote the system to be more resilient [12] , [26] .
Thus the research on resilience of scientific collaboration network has important theoretical significance and societal merit for cooperative status-monitoring and policy-making. Specific applications include the following aspects [4] , [27] , [28] :
x It can recognize potential partners that make network function optimal, guide new entities to join in and build high-value cooperative links, thereby providing references for related departments to set up scientific collaboration networks as a whole;
y It assists knowledge managers in evaluating the effectiveness of the current cooperation strategy (reflected by a combination of nodes, links, and weights), which can show clear directions for adjusting and optimizing the strategy;
z It can evaluate key researchers and partnerships from a functional perspective so as to offer references for executing rewards and punishments or implementing employments and dismissals;
{ It helps technology decision-making departments in assessing the impact of negative events and then taking intervention and repair strategies for the network. Intervention strategies-for instance, maintaining a more robust network environment, strengthening the attention of scientific entities in the network hub or valuable links, establishing a risk pre-warning mechanism, etc.; Repair strategies-for instance, in case of network dysfunction, science and technology departments should adopt the link recombination, explore and train new talents, and take other control strategies to quickly repair network functions, etc..
We believe that the resilience analysis opens a new frontier to make the functionality of scientific collaboration networks more effective.
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